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THE ALLEGED MIRACLE CURE OF DIANA BASILE WHICH IS ATTRIBUTED TO THE MEDJUGORJE
APPARITION
Has the Virgin Mary, under the title of Our Lady, Queen of Peace been appearing in Medjugorje in the former Yugoslavia
since 1981? Six young people have reported these visions and have been subjected to tests.
One thing that is expected of real apparitions from God is the miracle cure. Lourdes reports many. Medjugorje is able to
find none that matches Lourdes standard and that is saying something.
Here is an answer to Deacon Thomas Müller an avid supporter of Medjugorje.
FROM Fr. Hauke responds to criticism from Medjugorje supporters (updated)
Apparitions and Mystical Phenomena
Sunday, 21 February 2010 12:33
Richard Chonak
He answers fake accusations particularly from Müller.
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....Müller complains that I had ignored the miracles that have happened in Medjugorje, especially the healing in 1984 of the
Italian woman Diana Basile, who suffered from multiple sclerosis. I must also reject this accusation. Dr. Mangiapan,
director of the International Medical Bureau at Lourdes (1972-1990), expressed his view as follows: since multiple
sclerosis can spontaneously disappear, it is very difficult to verify whether a medically inexplicable healing really has taken
place (cf. Foley, Understanding Medjugorje, 169). Müller then gives the opinion that it is possible to speak of a “miracle of
the sun” if people can look at the sun for a quarter-hour without problems. I am personally convinced of the miracle of the
sun in Fatima, which has been proved by a critical historical investigation, and which even led a journalist of a masonic
newspaper to write about the “miracle”. Before anyone describes the phenomena of light in Medjugorje as “supernatural”,
one should first study the natural possibilities, which can be very extensive (cf. in this regard the references to literature in
various languages in http://marcocorvaglia.blog.lastampa.it/mcor/lho-visto-con-i-miei-occhi-quindi-e-falso-parte-1.html).

Müller reproaches me for false statements and insufficient information. I think this accusation is a boomerang. The debate
about Medjugorje is not served by slander and character assassination, but only by an objective discussion of all the
pertinent elements in the light of the Catholic faith. I would truly wish that Deacon Thomas Müller, who is preparing for his
priestly ordination in Cologne, avoid the mistakes which he wrongfully criticizes in my interview.
[This commentary appeared on http://www.kath.net/detail.php?id=25688, Feb. 20, 2010; a few typographical errors have
been corrected; the translation has been reviewed and corrected by the author, but any remaining errors are solely my
responsibility. Thanks to Prof. Hauke for his permission to publish the statement here. –RC]
UPDATE 2/25: In a constructive step, Deacon Thomas Müller has retracted the offensive expressions and apologized:
I can wholeheartedly support the wish for an objective discussion of the facts regarding the Medjugorje phenomenon and
everything that pertains to it or is connected with it. For my part, in order to contribute to objectivity and decrease the
tension of the heated atmosphere, I retract the expressions “insult to God” and “lie”, which I used rashly in my commentary
on Prof. Hauke’s interview with the Tagespost, and ask for forgiveness.
Deacon Müller went on to say he did not intend to accuse Prof. Hauke of any intent to deceive, but only of repeating
untruths from the writings of Mart Bax and I. Zeljko; and Müller recommended Stelzer’s commentary as a rebuttal.

